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ABSTRACT

Translation environments offer various translation aids to support professional translators. However, translation aids typically provide only limited justification for the translation
suggestions they propose. In this paper we present Intellingo,
a translation environment that explores intelligibility for translation aids, to enable more sensible usage of translation suggestions. We performed a comparative study between an intelligible version and a non-intelligible version of Intellingo.
The results show that although adding intelligibility does not
necessarily result in significant changes to the user experience,
translators can better assess translation suggestions without
a negative impact on their performance. Intelligibility is preferred by translators when the additional information it conveys benefits the translation process and when this information
is not part of the translator’s readily available knowledge.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.2. User Interfaces: Graphical user interfaces (GUI); J.5
ARTS AND HUMANITIES: Linguistics
INTRODUCTION

Most professional translators nowadays use computer-assisted
translation (CAT) tools, also known as translation environments [11, 35]. CAT tools integrate various translation aids
that present different kinds of automated translation suggestions. We can discern three main types of translation suggestions [8]. First, translations for the whole source segment
(sentence being translated) are provided by means of machine
translation. In some cases, the machine translation engine can
even adapt its output during translation based on the corrections that the user makes [19]. Second, lists of translations
per word or word group are shown, based on a term base
that stores terms and their meta-data. Finally, a translation
memory stores sentences and their human translation from a
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specific domain. Given a source segment, the translation memory provides the user sentences that have the same or a similar
vocabulary and/or grammar. Sentence similarity is expressed
in a matching score, varying from 100% for exact matches
to lower scores for matches which have one or more differences in grammar/vocabulary (i.e. the matches are fuzzy). The
machine translation engine is automatically constructed from
existing repositories of bi-lingual sentences within a given
domain (e.g. medical terminology). Such a repository is for
instance provided by a translation memory. The term base may
equally be constructed (semi-)automatically from such a set.
The relations between different translation aids are, however,
not made visible within current CAT tools, because they are
presented in multiple secluded panels. This may affect the
understanding of users on why the computer makes certain
suggestions, or in other words, limit the intelligibility of the
tool. Intelligibility, or understandability, has been addressed in
context-aware systems, which undertake some actions based
on the context. These systems become much more reliable
and trusted by their users when their behavior is externalized
through the user interface [4, 39]. Improved intelligibility
of the translation aids may enable translators to estimate the
value of suggestions in a particular context more accurately.
In this paper, we present Intellingo, an intelligible translation
environment. It reveals why and how suggestions are provided
by the translation aids. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
intelligibility features for the algorithms of Intellingo. It shows
suggested words or word groups and alternatives, as well as
additional metadata about where they originate from: term
base, translation memory, the machine translation engine, or
a combination of these resources. Examples of these words
or word groups are highlighted in the fuzzy matches and/or
machine translation. In contrast to existing systems, Intellingo
presents all this information compactly just below the edit box.
Intellingo was developed using a user-centered approach in
which we designed and developed our user interface in close
collaboration with professional translators and translation researchers. This enabled us to define the type of activities to be
supported by a translation environment, as well as the various
tools that are useful to improve both the efficiency and quality
of the translation work. Before the start of the design, we
conducted a survey and performed interviews and contextual
inquiries. Both early and more advanced design iterations

Figure 1. An overview of the Intellingo user interface when translating: A the source segment, B a text area for the user translation, C machine
translation, D alternative word groups, E related earlier translations (translation memory), F auto-completion, G two preceding segments, H the
next segment and I a progress bar indication of translation and revision. Upon hovering over the translation suggestions, the related phrases are
highlighted in yellow (source language) and blue (target language) across all suggestions.

were evaluated with translation experts and/or professional
translators. Furthermore, we compared two versions of the
interface of Intellingo that provide exactly the same functionality, with and without intelligibility. The results revealed the
impact of the intelligibility features on the user experience.
RELATED WORK

We cover relevant literature for two important facets of our
research. We first review related work in the domain of intelligibility. Secondly, we describe studies related to existing
translation environments.
Intelligibility

Intelligent systems such as context-aware applications and recommender systems are widely used. They outperform humans
on specific tasks [38] and often guide processes of human
understanding and decisions [14]. However, their behaviour is
rarely clear to users [1, 32]. They involve smart algorithms to
reason about data that might be incomplete [9, 14]. They act
like black boxes in the sense that they do not offer any insight
into the system’s behavior [39, 49]. When users have a low
understanding of the system’s behavior, they lose trust [20, 36,
39] and can become frustrated [3].
For decades, researchers have been aware that explaining system behavior is important for good interaction between users
and complex systems [23]. In literature, this concept is inconsistently referred to as intelligibility [4, 45], transparency [16,
39, 46], explainability [20, 27, 42] and interpretability [14]. In
this paper, we use the term intelligibility. Intelligibility allows
users to verify whether the system behavior is sound [14] and
to judge the appropriateness of the results [39]. Consequently,
these systems become more reliable, predictable and trusted
by their users [4, 14, 42], thereby giving users confidence to
act on its results [27]. In the context of recommender systems,

users also like recommendations more if they are intelligible
[39]. Doshi-Velez et al. [14] warn that intelligibility might not
be useful in applications in which wrong recommendations
are acceptable (e.g. ad servers) or when trust in the system is
already high (e.g. air craft collision avoidance systems). In
the context of professional translation environments, mistakes
in the final translation result are not acceptable and trust in
machine translation without post-editing is low.
Honan et al. report that some users might try to reverse engineer the algorithm to understand it [21]. For systems to
properly support intelligibility, they must make additional information available [39]. Belloti et al. state, for example,
that these systems need to present what they know, how they
know it and what they will do with this information [4]. The
Intelligibility Toolkit considers a wider range of explanations,
including certainty, what information was used as input, why a
system comes up with a certain result or why it did not [12, 31].
Other authors even argue that algorithms themselves should
become part of the user experience [27, 49].
Evaluating the user experience requires a broader set of measures than have been commonly used [27]. Recently, DoshiVelez et al. [14] identify two methods to evaluate intelligibility. The first method is to compare the application with
a quantifiable proxy, another system we know is intelligible.
The second method, which we used in our research, is to
evaluate the system in the intended scenario and to consider
context-specific metrics. Konstan et al. highlight the lack
of understanding about intelligibility in live, deployed systems and user-contributed content [27]. Our work focuses
on understanding intelligibility in the context of translation
environments and covers user-contributed content such as a
translation memory.

Translation Environments

In the past, research in CAT tools was mainly driven by technical improvements in algorithms behind translation aids, and
not from a user-centered perspective [28, 35]. More recently,
several surveys and contextual inquiries have investigated the
features of current translation environments as well as work
practices and needs of translators. Studies revealed that experienced translators have low trust in machine translation
technology [28]. Similarly, in a recent study involving 403
respondents (231 complete) by Moorkens et al. [35], only 18%
of translators like to use machine translations, while 40% think
machine translation technology is still problematic due to the
number of errors it produces. 80% say they would like to
see subsegment machine translation suggestions provided as
a dropdown list. Translation memory technology, which can
be useful for collaboration [24], is among the most frequently
used features in the survey of Van den Bergh et al. [11]. 56%
of the respondents like to use translation memory technology, of which 75% believe it helps them preserve consistency
in their work and increase productivity [35]. Even when a
machine translation suggestion received a higher confidence
score than any fuzzy match available, 88% still want to consult the fuzzy matches. Furthermore, 90% feel it would be
useful to combine subsegments from the machine translation
and fuzzy matches. 62% prefer the translation environment to
automatically generate such hybrid translations, provided that
it is made clear where each subsegment is coming from. The
same study [11] reveals that ease of use and time to learn are
among the most important aspects when choosing a translation environment. Other studies reveal the importance of the
translation memory metadata. Information about the source
database and the translation author increases the translator’s
trust in the suggestions [24, 35].
We briefly review the interfaces of existing translation environments. Matecat [34, 17] puts all suggestions close to the
edit field in a tabbed view. Machine translation and translation
memory are combined in the same tab, only discerning the
suggestions based on a textual and color-coded label. Glossary
and concordance are displayed in different tabs, making it
impossible to view these features at the same time. Matecat
offers some form of intelligibility by showing an estimation of
machine translation quality. Casmacat [7] shows similar confidence measures and features a word alignment visualization.
Lilt [22], which builds on the research by Green et al. [18],
focuses on providing the best translation option based on their
adaptive machine translation or on a translation memory. The
translation suggestion is displayed immediately below the edit
field. The concordance and glossary are combined into the
lexicon feature that is offered in a separate part of the interface.
In contrast to these online tools, SDL Trados [37], one of
the most frequently used translation environments [35], and
several other commercial and open source tools, have a flexible layout. Although this allows translators to juxtapose all
information, it omits the details of this information. Translators want all information to be displayed immediately when
typing, without having to navigate or shift between areas [15,
29]. This is an important challenge, especially on lower screen
resolutions. In summary, translation environments usually

offer some form of intelligibility, by showing matching scores,
for example. However, the inner logic of the algorithms is
rarely shown, and there is plenty of potential to enhance their
intelligibility.
DESIGN PROCESS

The user interface of Intellingo was designed and developed
using a user-centered approach for which we collaborated
closely with professional translators and translation experts.
In preparation for this process, we conducted a literature study
concerning translation practices, translator’s needs and stateof-the-art translation tools from both industry and academia,
which we reported in the related work section.
First, we identified the needs of professional translators using a web-based survey among language professionals (181
respondents, 72.38% freelance translators, 24.31% in-house
translators) to get an update on the usage of CAT tools, what
training is involved to use them, and what features are considered important. Translators most commonly used SDL
Trados [37], followed by memoQ [25], CafeTran [10] and
XTM International [48], and were mostly self-trained. Almost
all respondents used tools with support for translation memories. To obtain a better understanding, we complemented
this survey with semi-structured interviews and contextual
inquiries with translators (5 in-house and 4 freelancers). Ease
of use was the most important motivation for choosing a CAT
tool, closely followed by speed of performance and features
such as management of translation memories and terminology.
Translators heavily rely on keyboard shortcuts and rarely customize the user interface of their CAT tool, which highlights
the importance of sensible defaults. A thorough overview
of the survey and interview is reported in [11], including a
comparison with the results of other surveys [2, 13, 29].
Next, high-fidelity mockups were designed for the user interface of Intellingo in roughly four iterations. The multidisciplinary team driving this design consisted of a professional graphical designer, HCI researchers, computer scientists, and translation researchers. An analysis of the underlying
mechanisms and translation algorithms was performed, after
which the HCI and translation researchers selected features
that would potentially benefit from additional information provisioning (intelligibility). Each iteration was presented by
means of demonstrations and walkthroughs to a user group,
composed form various companies involved in translation
work. Their feedback was used to improve the mockups and to
refine the focus of the project. Multiple layouts were designed
in parallel, ranging from Figure 2. A to Figure 2. B ).
Finally, we implemented a functional prototype and performed
two rounds of evaluation with end-users. The design of the
interface further evolved significantly throughout this phase,
as illustrated by the difference between the two mockups (Figure 2. A and Figure 2. B ) and a screenshot of the prototype
(Figure 2. C ). The first iteration of the prototype focused on
ease of use and integration of various translation technologies such as machine translation, translation memories and
terminology. To enhance the intelligibility of the prototype,
we designed and implemented visualizations that present the

Figure 2. Artefacts created during the user-centered design process show substantial improvements in the Intellingo user interface: A + B static,
detailed designs that are the result of a strong collaboration between experts in a multidisciplinary team. C Screenshot of the high-fidelity prototype
that was evaluated in the first round of evaluations by 8 professional translators.

relationships between different kinds of translation suggestions, by including context and statistical information and by
highlighting related information (also know as brushing [6]).
From a formative evaluation with 8 professional translators,
we learned that intelligibility can influence the perceived usefulness of translation suggestions. For example, matches that
would have been ignored due to their low matching scores,
were perceived as useful because the interface emphasized
parts that could be reused in the final translation (P5: “I could
clearly see for which parts the match could be useful”, P7:
“You can see right away if a fuzzy match is close to the sentence
you need to translate, and whether it is useful to you or not”).
P3 and P8 participants even explicitly expressed the need to
combine these parts with parts of the machine translation.
However, not all intelligible visualizations were appreciated.
The morphological function of the suggested alternatives (e.g.
1 ) is considered as distracting and annoying (P3). We
found this is an essential aspect of deciding whether to add
intelligibility or not: an intelligible visualization is only perceived as useful when the information it conveys benefits the
translation process, and when this information is not part of
the translator’s readily available knowledge. We used these
insights to improve the implementation. 26 other professional
translators were recruited for the evaluation of the second
iteration, which is reported in the remainder of this paper.

on edit distance [30] or on the automatic linguistic analysis of
a sentence (syntax tree) [44]. In Intellingo, the metric being
applied is shown through an appropriate icon: or respectively, alongside the match itself (Figure 3. G ). The parts that
are potentially useful, according to the matching algorithms,
are emphasized in Intellingo (Figure 3. D ). Note that some
other interfaces, such as Matecat [34], emphasize differences
instead of similarities (Figure 3. H ). These visualizations are
designed to help the translator to quickly understand why a
fuzzy match was found and what parts are potentially useful.
Hybrid Machine Translation

In a machine translation system, the source segment is translated from scratch. An established toolkit for building machine
translation systems is Moses [26]. Based on a large set of
sentences and their translation (a parallel corpus), Moses automatically extracts word groups and their potential translations,
and builds a language model in order to be able to create fluent
translations. We integrated the Moses machine translation
system as a web service. Similar to Lilt [18], the machine
translation is shown very close to the source segment and
directly available to the translator at any time (Figure 1. C ).

Intellingo is an online translation environment targeted towards professional translators and translation experts. Four
different translation aids are included in Intellingo, as well
as visual explanations of the algorithms behind them: (1) a
list of matches from a translation memory, (2) suggestions
from a hybrid machine translation engine, (3) a list of possible
alternatives for the selected term and (4) an auto-completion
feature that predicts the rest of a word (or word group).

Consistent with a study of Moorkens et al., our testers of an
older prototype expressed the need for a feature that combines words from machine translation and matches from the
translation memory into combined suggestions [35]. We have
implemented this feature in Intellingo by automatically detecting parts in the source segment that are already translated in the
fuzzy matches and treating these parts as pre-translations. To
make this functionality clear to the translator, pre-translations
are printed in bold in both the machine translation and the
fuzzy matches they originate from. Icons are used to discriminate matches with pre-translations ( ) from matches without
any ( ). This feature explains how the machine translation
was constructed, as requested by translators [35].

Fuzzy Matches

Translation Alternatives

Fuzzy matches are segments in a translation memory that are
similar to the source segment. We developed a web service that
allows for requesting fuzzy matches in the publicly available
EMEA translation memory [41], given one or more similarity
metrics. Many metrics for similarity exist, for instance based

For the word or word group being translated, a list of translation alternatives is shown (Figure 3. A ). The alternatives are
aggregated from various sources, such as the machine translation ( ), the fuzzy matches ( or ) and from a term base
generated that was generated from EMEA using TExSIS [33].
For each source, the associated metric is shown to clarify how
often a word or word group occurred in that source (Figure
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Figure 3. For the word (group) being translated: A a list of alternatives and B an overview of its occurrences in machine translation, translation
memory and term base to explain the ranking. Words in the fuzzy matches are shown D darker when they match with the source segment. Occurrences
of all alternatives are highlighted in blue C , and the corresponding source words are highlighted in yellow. The occurrences of the translation option
selected by the user are emphasized F . When parts of a match were used by the machine translation algorithm, these parts are shown in bold E and
I a filled star is shown. Other intelligible details include G the matching metric and H the match score.

3. B ). For alternatives originating from the machine translation or the translation memory, an absolute value is shown.
For alternatives from the term base, a relative frequency is
included. Note that this summary also clarifies the order in
which the alternatives are sorted: alternatives from the hybrid
machine translation are more important than alternatives in
the translation memory. Alternatives in the term base are the
least important. This order focuses on intelligibility: a term
that is found in the term base may also occur in matches from
the translation memory. When a term occurs often within the
matches, it can become a pre-translation in the hybrid machine translation. This order assumes the machine translation
engine, the match engine and the term base are all using the
same parallel-corpus. The occurrences of these alternatives
are highlighted in blue in the fuzzy matches (Figure 3. C ).
The occurrences of the selected translation option are additionally emphasized (Figure 3. F ). When the first emphasized
occurrence is not within the viewport, the overview of matches
automatically scrolls.
Intellingo explains where translation alternatives come from,
in what context(s) they have been used before and how often they have been used before. As a result, translators can
make quick and well-informed decisions on the suitability of
multiple alternatives in a particular translation context.
Auto-completion

The need to efficiently combine subsegments from both the
machine translation and fuzzy matches arose from both our
user-centered approach and from the work of Moorkens et
al. [35]. It is addressed in Intellingo by offering a hybrid
machine translation and by implementing a version of autocompletion that considers both the hybrid machine translation
and the fuzzy matches. To improve the typing speed, Intellingo
suggests the remainder of a word or word group (Figure 1. F ).
By pressing ENTER, the translator can add this suggestion to
the translation, which will subsequently cause a new suggestion for the next word to be predicted.
The auto-completion algorithm will suggest terms from the
current translation context, including the machine translation,
fuzzy matches and corresponding alternatives from the term
base. The algorithm justifies its prediction in order to be
more intelligible, as recommended by Sinha et al. [39]. The
origin of the prediction is made clear by programmatically
selecting the alternative in the list of alternatives (Figure 3. A ).

Since this list uses the same metrics and priorities as the ones
used in the auto-completion algorithm, it effectively explains
what alternatives were considered and why the prediction was
chosen, without requiring new UI elements. In addition, the
overview of fuzzy matches will automatically scroll to the first
match that contains this suggestion in order to illustrate how
it was used previously. The algorithm prefers terms that are
already shown in the list of alternatives for more stable predictions and to decrease distraction. Alternatives can be selected
by clicking them or by “navigating” through them with the
keyboard shortcuts (SHIFT+ARROWS). This improves the user
control over the auto-completion algorithm, as recommended
by Tintarev et al. [43].
Our intelligible implementation of auto-completion shows
where a suggestion comes from, how that suggestion was
generated, what the alternatives were and why a suggestion
was predicted instead of the alternatives.
Relationships between translation suggestions

The Intellingo user interface clarifies relationships between
the different types of recommendations. The relationships are
highlighted with visual annotations: Figure 1 includes these
highlights in yellow, blue and gray. A translator can explore up
to four different relationships simultaneously: (1) the relationship between words and word groups in the source segment,
(2) words that are translations for each other, (3) synonyms,
and (4) usage examples of these synonyms within the matches.
All translation aids require only limited space and can be combined into a compact recommendation overview. This way,
all relevant information is available to the translator close to
the source segment. This minimizes the visual focus shifts
required in traditional translation environments, as desired by
translators [15, 29]. It ensures the translator can use translation
aids as part of the ongoing translation activities, instead of separating navigation and exploration of recommendations from
doing the actual translation. Multiple preceding (Figure 1. G )
and following source segments (Figure 1. H ) remain visible to
provide additional context to the translator.
WALKTHROUGH

This section contains an example scenario of how the features described in the previous section fit into the translation
workflow of professional translators and illustrates how our
contributions can be useful to them.

Figure 4. A possible workflow in which several translation aids can be combined. A The translator types and auto-completion generates new predictions.
B The translator consults the list of translation alternatives to understand why the prediction was generated. C The translator selects an alternative
and inspects its occurrences in the matches. D The translator decides which alternative to use and adds it to the translation.

Eva is a professional freelance translator who gets paid per
translated word. A client sends her a request to translate a medical document of 10 pages from English to Dutch. Eva opens
the source text with Intellingo (Figure 1), loads a medical term
base and translation memory and starts translating.
When translating the first source segment, Eva analyses a few
matches from the translation memory in which potentially
relevant parts are emphasized in dark. The low number of
emphasized words together with the match percentages help
Eva to take a quick decision about the translation strategy: she
decides to translate this source segment from scratch instead
of post-editing one of the matches. She can see that the autocompletion suggestion (Figure 4. A ) is part of the machine
translation and it also occurs in three matches (Figure 4. B ).
From this information, she infers that her colleagues often use
the same translation and she decides to confirm this prediction
by pressing ENTER. Thereupon the auto-completion algorithm
predicts a suggestion for the next word. Eva believes this
prediction fits very well, since the highlighting shows her that
the prediction often appears with the previous word in the
matches.
The next prediction comes from the machine translation, but
it does not completely fit the rest of the sentence. In the list
of alternatives for this prediction, Eva considers using the
second alternative because it occurs in two of the matches
(Figure 4. B ). As soon as she clicks on the second alternative,
the overview of matches automatically scrolls to the first match
in which the alternative occurs (Figure 4. C ). This match has
a relatively high score and Eva decides to add the alternative
to her translation (Figure 4. D ). By pressing ENTER, she also
adds the next three predictions because they occurred together
in the match.
Next she reaches a prediction that occurs both in the machine
translation and in two other matches. All occurrences are
shown in bold (Figure 3. E ). Eva understands that these parts
in the fuzzy matches were considered as pre-translations in

the machine translation engine. This helps her to quickly determine that this part of the machine translation is correct and
can be added to her translation. When the sentence is finished,
Eva confirms her translation by pressing CTRL+ENTER.
EVALUATION

In our study, we compare the intelligible version of Intellingo
with a version that does not contain the intelligible visualizations. Two groups of thirteen (13) professional translators
were asked to translate the same texts with the two different
versions of the interface in a within-subject experimental
design. The aim of the study is to measure the impact of
intelligibility on the perceived value, trust, usage, performance
and user satisfaction for different translation aids. We want to
learn whether intelligibility can improve the understanding of
translations aids and the trust professional translators have in
them. Three hypotheses are postulated and drive the analysis
of the study results:
H1. In Intellingo, the intelligible translation interface
improves the user experience of both the overall interface and
the translation suggestions;
H2. In Intellingo, the intelligible translation interface ensures
more appropriate and conscious use of suggestions provided
by translation aids;
H3. In Intellingo, translators prefer intelligible translation
aids above their simple counterparts.
Participants

Twenty-six (26) professional translators and translation experts were recruited to participate in our study. Nine participants use SDL Trados [37] for their daily translation activities
and four use MemoQ [25]. Other translation environments
that are often used include Across [40], Cafetran [10] and
Wordfast [47]. On average, participants have 7.7 years of professional experience (SD = 9.4). They are mostly hired for
translating technical, political, medical, administrative or legal
texts. Translators focus on speed, because they are usually

Time
Clicking words in translation memory
Clicking alternatives
Navigation shortcuts for translation memory
Navigation shortcuts for alternatives
Accept auto-completion/selected word
Hovering words in source segment
Hovering words in machine translation
Hovering source words in translation memory
Hovering target words in translation memory
Copy machine translation (ALT+M)
Backspaces and characters typed

Simple
71.3 (s)
0.46
0.08
6.08
0.22
6.36
1.68
4.60
2.98
3.60
0.19
48.05

Intelligible
72.5 (s)
0.64
0.09
6.37
0.19
6.46
1.42
4.42
2.31
3.45
0.21
47.97

Trend
+1.7%
+39.4%
+12.5%
+4.8%
-11.7%
+1.6%
-15.6%
-3.8%
(*) -22.5%
-4.1%
+8.1%
-0.18%

Figure 5. The simple version of the translation environment has all intelligibility features disabled.

Table 1. Average usage of the Intellingo UI elements per source segment.
Only trends indicated with a star (*) are statistically significant.

paid per word. Participants received a voucher worth e20 as
a token of our gratitude for participating in the study. This
is well below the rate they charge for their translation work,
ensuring participation in the study is voluntary and unbiased.

mainly concern requesting permission to use the webcam and
selecting a screen to share. The experiment starts with a short
survey about the demography (DEM). Next, participants are
instructed on how to use the simple version of the translation
environment for translating 5 sentences.

Apparatus

During the actual study that follows, the participants need to
translate two texts, each containing fifteen sentences (source
segments). Both texts are translated with a different version
of the interface. The order of the texts is the same for all
participants. The order of the interface versions is randomized
to eliminate training effects. After translating each text, the
System Usability Scale (SUS) [5] is used to rate the usability
of each interface. Next, the participants fill in a short questionnaire about the user experience (FEA). At the end of the
experiment, they are asked to compare both interfaces in terms
of translation time, quality and user experience (COM).

Participants use two different versions of the Intellingo translation environment: a “simple” version stripped from the intelligible visualizations (S), depicted in Figure 5, and the intelligible version (I) as described in the previous section. The
overall layout and the behaviour of both versions is identical
to eliminate the influence of differences in functionality or
structure of the user interface. The suggestions coming from
various translation aids are exactly the same in both versions.
The difference between both versions is that all intelligible visualizations we discussed in the previous section are disabled
in the simple version. Both versions run in a browser.
We use an online remote usability testing tool2 for our study,
which allows us to capture the screen of the user, record a
video of the user during the test and survey the user after each
session of the study. Furthermore, the tool can be used in the
home environment, where most of the professional translators
also perform their daily work activities. All interaction events
are logged when they use Intellingo. These add up to 24
different types of interaction, such as hovering words in the
translation memory, typing, and using keyboard shortcuts.
In total, three English texts needed to be translated to Dutch by
each participant. The texts are prepared by selecting sentences
containing between 50 and 150 characters from the Adempas
leaflet3 . Next, the order of the sentences is randomized to
ensure the resulting texts have similar characteristics. The
first five sentences are used as a training text. The following
fifteen sentences end up in text 1 and another group of fifteen
sentences are used for text 2.
Procedure

A schematic overview of the procedure is shown in Figure 6.
Participants took part in the experiment through a web page.
First they are briefed about the purpose of the experiment
and the reward they will receive upon completing the study.
Next, participants are guided through the necessary steps to
set up the recording of videos of the experiment. These steps
2 www.uxpro.be
3 www.medicines.org.uk/emcmobile/PIL.28743.latest.pdf

Results

The median of the SUS score increased from SUS = 60.0
(fair-good) in the simple version to SUS = 67.5 (good) for the
intelligible version. Figure 7 reveals that participants tend to
agree more to positive statements about the intelligible version
than to such statements about the simple version, although
the difference is not significant. Similarly, they agree less to
negative statements. Displaying more information to enhance
intelligibility had a slightly positive influence on the general
user experience and does not require more training. Participants remain mostly neutral when asked which interface was
better regarding criteria such as enjoyability, trustworthiness
and efficiency (Figure 8). Surprisingly, participants believe the
simple version helped them the most to improve quality, even
though the suggestions of the translation aids were identical
and both interfaces were perceived as non-distracting.
Table 1 shows a summary of statistics about the average usage of the UI elements in Intellingo when translating a single
source segment. A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test shows that
intelligibility significantly lowered the amount of mouse hovers over words in the translation memory in the source language (Z = −2.12, p < 0.05, r = 0.29). There is a similar
trend for hovering words in the source segment, in the machine translation and in the translation memory in the target
language, although not significant. This suggests that participants needed less manual effort to explore these words, and
instead relied on the highlighting visualization to discover
potentially useful words. After using both versions of the

Figure 6. All participants start with a short demography survey (DEM) and a training phase in which they translate the training text using the simple
version of the interface. The actual study has a split-plot design: participants in group A used the simple version (S) of the interface to translate the first
text and used the intelligible version (I) for the second text. Participants in group B translated the texts in the same order, with the opposite versions of
the interface. After translating each text, a SUS test and an intermediate survey (FEA) are taken. A Closing survey (COM) finishes the study.

Figure 7. Level of agreement with statements about the simple interface (S) and the intelligible interface (I) in the SUS test. Even though there are
no significant differences, the agreement leans more towards increments in the intelligible version for positive statements (left) and decrements in the
intelligible version for negative statements (right).

Figure 8. Answers when asked which version of the interface was better
regarding criteria such as enjoyability, trustworthiness and efficiency.

interface, P16 remarked “the [matches] from the translation
memory in the [intelligible] interface appeared to be of lesser
quality and thus less helpful”, while in fact these matches
have the same quality. In this case, the low matching percentages may have negatively impacted the perception of quality. The correlation between clicking a word in a match and
clicking again to add it to the translation increased from moderate (Pearson’s r(24) = 0.47, p < 0.05) to strong (Pearson’s
r(24) = 0.85, p < 0.001). This data suggests intelligibility
helps participants to be more efficient and confident in discovering useful words in matches. The time to translate did not
differ significantly. It is remarkable to see how often translators used our new keyboard shortcuts. On average, translators
used the ALT+M keyboard shortcut every five source segments
to copy the suggestion of the machine translation engine to the
editing field. More than six times per source segment, translators used the ALT+ARROWS shortcuts to navigate between
words in the translation memory.

After translating each text, the user experience of the translation aids was evaluated using Likert scales. All answers are
presented in Figure 9. It can be seen that none of the translation
aids was perceived as distracting, even when more information
is shown to enhance intelligibility. Auto-completion was the
most appreciated feature. After having used only the simple
version (S), P15 suggested a feature: “It might be interesting
to see the prediction automatically highlighted in a sentence /
translation memory, if present”. She expressed the need for an
intelligible visualization that is actually present in the intelligible version (I) of the interface. For both auto-completion and
machine translation, participants were noticeably less neutral
about the impact of these features on quality when the intelligible version is presented. This suggests intelligibility can
improve the awareness of the quality, which is useful for both
high and low quality suggestions. Most participants expressed
trust in the translation aids. Machine translation technology is
the least trusted, which is consistent with other literature [28].
The intelligible version gave them more reasons to accept or
reject the proposed translation suggestions. Auto-completion
makes the machine translation suggestions more quickly accessible.
Figure 10 presents the level of agreement with Likert scale
questions about features that were only present in the intelligible version. None of the intelligible features was perceived
as distracting. Enhancements to the representation of matches
were the most appreciated intelligible feature. P2 and P3 especially liked the matching percentage, which is already available in some existing translation environments. P6, who used
the intelligible interface (I) first, became frustrated when us-

Figure 9. Level of agreement with Likert scale questions about the perception of features that were available in both the simple version (S) and the
intelligible version (I) of the interface. Intelligibility helps translators to determine whether the results of the machine translation engine and autocompletion can improve the quality of their translation.

ing the simple version (S) and explicitly complained about the
lack of background information in the simple version. There
were mixed reactions to displaying metrics next to alternative
terms and highlighting them in the matches. One translator
pointed out that “too much information becomes an obstacle”
(P10). P3, P15 and P20 stated that the feature can be distracting for basic vocabulary, but that it is particularly useful for
difficult terms and sentences. P5 explained his usage pattern:
“I just translated and let the system inspire me for translations,
while judging about the quality of suggested words myself ”.
In order to inform the translator about how a suggested term
can be used, the occurrences of that term are highlighted in
the different matches in the translation memory. P14 explicitly
remarked he enjoyed using this feature. Participants were the
least positive about visualizing pre-translations. For instance,
P10 commented “I don’t think it is useful to know exactly how
the machine translation was made; a translator can judge the
quality of a machine translation by him/herself ”.
DISCUSSION

Our study on displaying more contextual information to enhance the intelligibility of existing translation aids shows a
slight improvement in the appreciation of these translation
aids in terms of perceived usefulness and general usability as
measured by the SUS scoring method. However, our data does
not show significant improvements in other parameters of the
user experience and we cannot accept hypothesis H1 (In Intellingo, the intelligible translation interface improves the user
experience of both the overall interface and the translation
suggestions). Nor does intelligibility have a negative impact:
translators reported similar amounts of training required to use
both interfaces, even though more information is presented
in the intelligible version. Some translators remarked they
were not aware of any differences in the interfaces while others indicated they did not always understand how to use the
intelligibility features, which were never explained to them.

From this we deduce that intelligibility does not necessarily increase the amount of training required to use a specific feature.
Translators can choose to ignore the additional information
available. When interested, they can spend more time to learn
how to interpret that information. Strong correlations suggest
a proper understanding of the interface will in turn result in
a more enjoyable and confident user experience. We can not
make claims on whether translators are more likely to interact
with more intelligible suggestions over simple suggestions.
Intelligibility triggered less neutral scores on the perceived
contribution to quality of the suggestions provided by the machine translation engine and by the auto-completion feature.
Translators were equally critical about both the high and low
quality suggestions. Even matches with lower matching scores
become worth exploring in the intelligible interface, since the
matching words are revealed. Such lower matches would otherwise be ignored completely. We conclude that the translators
gained a better insight into the usefulness of the suggestions.
We confirm hypothesis H2 (In Intellingo, the intelligible translation interface ensures more appropriate and conscious use
of suggestions provided by translation aids). The quality of the
suggestions is of primary importance. Therefore, translators
appreciate being better informed on why a suggestion was
made, and what the origin of the suggestion was.
We see conflicting results regarding the preferences of the
translators themselves. On the one hand, translators remain
mainly neutral about which interface was the most enjoyable
and trustworthy. They indicate the simple version helps them
to improve the quality of the translations. We believe this is
because professional translators develop habits over time to
dealing with translation suggestions of varying quality. Some
participants have a negative attitude towards translation aids
and intelligibility in general: “[Machine translation] is always
slower than a translator’s brain...” (P19) and “we don’t think
the exact numerical value is very useful to a translator, who

Figure 10. Level of agreement with Likert scale questions about features that were only present in the intelligible version (I) to improve the user
experience. Visualizing which words from the translation memory match was perceived as the most useful. Translators were neutral about highlighting
and negative about the explanations of pre-translations and the auto-completion algorithm. None of the intelligible features was perceived as distracting.

has to trust her/his own judgment anyway. That is precisely the
added value of a human translator” (P7). On the other hand,
participants react very positively to intelligibility features such
as highlighting usage examples of a term and emphasizing
matching similarities, which resembles highlighting differences, a feature found in some other translation environments
as well. Some translators mention they were already familiar
with matching scores. Many participants indicate they would
need explanations and/or more time to get used to intelligible
translation suggestions. Some participants who used the intelligible version first, complain about missing intelligibility in
the simple version, such as the widely known matching scores.
As a result, we can not confirm H3 (In Intellingo, translators
prefer intelligible translation aids above their simple counterparts). Translators only prefer intelligible translation aids
when the additional information that is conveyed benefits the
translation process, and when this information is not part of
the translator’s readily available knowledge. Highlighting is a
great example of how intelligibility can be achieved by using
existing UI elements instead of creating new ones that require
more space and increase complexity.
One limitation of the experimental design is that participants
were not informed about the intelligibility features in order
to prevent bias. Not all visualizations were self-explaining
enough to the point where they are readily understandable.
It is possible that preferences change when users understand
better how all intelligibility visualizations can be interpreted.
The duration of this study was too short for several translators
to include new intelligibility features in their workflow. In that
sense, the neutral to positive levels of appreciation reported
in this study are a good start. In our tests, we considered two
extremes: one version with all intelligibility features enabled,
and one without. The results show that not all of the additional
information shown is useful to all translators. Because of
the diverse opinions on this topic, we advise developers of
professional translation environments to make the visibility of
intelligible information configurable.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented Intellingo, an intelligible translation
environment for professional translation work that includes
various translation aids, such as term bases, translation memory and machine translation. In contrast with traditional trans-

lation environments, the user interface of Intellingo presents
translation aids in a more intelligible manner in order to allow
translators to use them in a more efficient way. It provides additional context about the quality and source of the suggestions,
as well as subtle explanations why suggestions were made.
Furthermore, Intellingo highlights how translation suggestions
are related to the context of the ongoing translation.
To investigate the impact of intelligible translation aids on the
translation process, a user study was performed with professional translators. Participants were positive to very positive
in their comments about both the simple version and the intelligible version of Intellingo. The results show that intelligibility
does help professional translators to assess the quality of the
generated suggestions and to understand how these suggestions can be used in translation, without distracting them or
negatively impacting their efficiency. Surprisingly, the study
showed that adding intelligibility in the user interface design
did not result in significant changes to the user experience.
Intelligible design of translation aids does not affect the quality of the translation suggestions themselves. However, the
intelligible features inform translators quickly about the quality and context of the suggestions to support better decision
making. Translators only prefer intelligible translation aids
when the additional information they convey benefits the translation process, and when this information is not part of the
translators readily available knowledge. Usage of intelligibility in design needs to be carefully balanced: providing more
information and context might lead to a decrease in efficiency
and a potential information overload. We showed various possibilities to add intelligibility to professional translation tools,
and explored their impact on the user experience.
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